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In recent years, the development of the Internet of Vehicles (IoV) has led to an increase in the demand for data sharing services for
the IoV. In the era of big data, safe and convenient data sharing services for IoV are inseparable from the support of reliable data.
With the increase in the number of smart cars, how to flter the data provided by vehicles while protecting privacy to improve the
quality of data sharing services has attracted the attention of scholars. However, in the existing data sharing scheme for IoV, the
vehicles that provide data are selected based on the reputationmechanism or the voting mechanism. Our analysis shows that these
two mechanisms lack objectivity and are vulnerable to cooperative attack. Terefore, based on spatiotemporal matching, a new
trusted relationship establishment method, this paper proposes an objective and cooperative attack-resistant vehicle selection
scheme for data sharing in IoV. Bloom flters and an exponential ElGamal encryption scheme are used to implement private set
intersection cardinality (PSI-CA) technology for evaluating spatiotemporal matching level. In this paper, the scheme proposed is
of great signifcance to improve existing vehicle services and improve driving safety.

1. Introduction

In the era of the Internet of Everything (IoE), the Internet of
Tings (IoT) is regarded as another wave of information
technology revolution after the Internet. IoT refers to the
connection of any object with the network through in-
formation sensing devices in accordance with the agreed
protocol, so that the objects can exchange information and
communicate through the information transmission me-
dium. IoT allows people to anticipate and control their
surroundings tomakemore advantageous decisions. IoTwill
be the trend of the future society development. Te world of
IoE has great potential.

Te concept of IoV stems from IoT. Te application of
private set intersection (PSI) technology in the feld of IoV is
one of the research hotspots in academia and industry in
recent years, and it is also a typical example of the efective
combination of theoretical technology and engineering
application. PSI technology is researched to solve many
problems in the feld of IoV, such as realizing IoV social
based on vehicle attribute matching [1, 2], cloud-assisted

computing services and data sharing between IoV vehicles
[1, 3], providing location-based services in IoV [4, 5], and
privacy protection proximity testing in IoV [5]. In our
vehicle selection scheme, PSI technology is used to evaluate
the level of spatiotemporal matching. Te vehicle with the
highest level of spatiotemporal matching will be selected as
the vehicle that provides the data for data sharing in IoV.
Currently, vehicles are equipped with a variety of wireless
communication components and an increasing number of
sensors, which enable vehicles to generate large amounts of
data while driving [6]. In IoV, data are shared between
vehicles and road side units (RSUs) to improve vehicle-
related services and driving safety.

In the process of sharing data, the accuracy and re-
liability of the data must be guaranteed. Unreliable data can
lead drivers to make incorrect judgments. In the large-scale
IoV, malicious vehicles spreading false information will
threaten the life safety and property safety of drivers and
even endanger public safety [7]. Terefore, designing a se-
cure and reliable IoV data sharing scheme is a great chal-
lenge and has become a research hotspot.
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Te reputation mechanism and the voting mechanism
used in recent research [3, 8, 9] are actually subjective be-
haviors and cannot truly objectively guarantee the reliability
of the data. To ensure the reliability of shared data, the
reliability of the vehicles from which the data originates
should frst be objectively guaranteed. At the same time, it is
also necessary to consider the situation that multiple vehicles
in IoV submit similar information at the same period in real-
world scenarios. If the vehicles uploading sharing data are
not objectively selected, the sharing data scheme in IoV will
be messy, inefcient, and insecure. Terefore, efcient and
objective selection of reliable vehicles that provide data is of
great signifcance in the data sharing scheme of IoV.

Te explosive growth of mobile-connected and location-
aware devices makes it possible to have a new way of
establishing trust relationships, which Sun et al. [10] defned
as spatiotemporal matching. In particular, a vehicle could
very easily maintain its spatiotemporal profle by recording
its continuous whereabouts in time, and the level of its
spatiotemporal profle matching that of the RSU can be
translated into the level of trust they two have in each other.
In this paper, “spatiotemporal profle matching” is also
referred to as “spatiotemporal matching.” As an example, if
a RSU discovers through spatiotemporal matching that
a vehicle is frequently present in its area, then it is natural for
the RSU to trust the vehicle more than a vehicle that has only
appeared once in this area. In other words, vehicles that
appear more often in the RSU area provide more reliable
data. Te popular understanding is that this vehicle often
appears in this area, which means that the vehicle knows
more about this area. At the same time, the spatiotemporal
profle used to assist in judging the spatiotemporal matching
level of vehicles and RSUs is objective data and is not afected
by subjective factors.

In this paper, spatiotemporal matching technology is
used to select vehicles that provide reliable data, and the level
of spatiotemporal profle matching is judged by PSI-CA
technology. A spatiotemporal profle consists of private
information such as unique identifers of vehicles and RSUs
as well as records of interactions between them.Te position
of the vehicles in a certain period can be inferred from the
spatiotemporal profle. Terefore, the spatiotemporal profle
is highly sensitive private information. In order to protect
the privacy and security of the spatiotemporal profle of
vehicles and RSUs, this paper computes PSI-CA by
employing the Bloom flters to determine the existence of
elements and exponential ElGamal to encrypt Bloom flters.
In order to reduce the local computing burden of vehicles
and RSUs, the main computation in the spatiotemporal
profle matching process is outsourced to the cloud. Overall,
the contributions of this paper can be summarized as
follows:

(1) Tis paper efectively combines spatiotemporal
matching and IoV. Spatiotemporal matching is
a new way to establish trust relationships, and this
paper applies the way to practice, which expands the
application scenarios of spatiotemporal matching
in IoV.

(2) Tis paper presents a reliable and secure vehicle
selection scheme for data sharing in IoV based on
spatiotemporal matching, Bloom flters, and expo-
nential ElGamal. In this scheme, spatiotemporal
matching is used to objectively select vehicles that
provide data for data sharing in IoV, Bloom flters
are used to achieve private set size hiding, and ex-
ponential ElGamal is used to encrypt data and
prevent collusion attacks.

(3) Existing IoV data sharing schemes based on repu-
tation mechanism or voting mechanism cannot
objectively ensure the reliability of shared data and
are vulnerable to cooperative attack. In order to solve
these problems, the scheme proposed in this paper
uses PSI-CA to achieve spatiotemporal profle
matching to select the vehicle providing data, which
can objectively ensure the reliability of the data and
resist cooperative attack.

Te remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 gives a brief overview of the related work. Section 3
describes preliminaries and notations. Section 4 presents the
detailed process of our proposed scheme. Section 5 provides
a theoretical analysis and performance analysis of the
proposed scheme. Section 6 concludes this paper.

2. Related Work

Te rapid development of the Internet has enabled data to be
shared between diferent subjects, thereby reducing the
workload and cost of data collection and enhancing the
meaning and value of data. Data sharing has a wide range of
applications in politics, economics, and healthcare. In ad-
dition, data sharing is also used in the feld of IoV to assist
trafc management, improve trafc safety, promote the
prosperity of in-vehicle applications, and promote the
construction of smart cities. Scholars have carried out a lot of
research studies around data sharing in IoV.

Lai et al. [2] proposed to realize IoV social by matching
the attribute data of the shared vehicles. Lai et al. [1] pro-
posed to provide privacy preservices by analyzing the data
shared in IoV, such as real-time updates of road trafc
conditions. To prevent unauthorized access to plaintext data
shared in the IoV, Ma et al. [11] proposed an attribute-based
encryption algorithm using blockchain. But the authors
neglected to judge the accuracy and reliability of the data.

In order to prevent the adverse consequences of sharing
malicious data in the IoV, Kang et al. [8], Xie et al. [9], and
Wang et al. [3] proposed diferent data sharing schemes for the
IoV based on the reputation mechanism and voting mecha-
nism, respectively. However, their schemes are vulnerable to
cooperative attacks and lack objective judgment of the re-
liability of shared data. Te basic idea of these schemes is to
select the vehicles that provide the data through diferent
mechanisms. In order to efectively prevent the spread of
malicious data, Kang et al. [8] and Xie et al. [9] proposed
sharing schemes for sharing data and video based on the
reputation mechanism. Kang et al. [8] proposed quantifying
the reputation value of vehicles based on the interactions
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between vehicles. Te vehicle selects the best data provider
based on the reputation value.Te calculation of the reputation
value is based on the three-weight subjective logic model. If
a positive shared interaction occurs between two vehicles, that
is, the data shared between the vehicles are considered relevant
and useful, the relationship between the vehicles is enhanced,
and the reputation value of the vehicle is also increased. In
order to prevent the malicious vehicle from interfering with
trafc by publishing false or inaccurate data, Xie et al. [9]
proposed that the authenticity of the trafc data broadcast by
the vehicle is scored by the vehicles in its vicinity. RSUs cal-
culate the reputation value of information based on the dis-
tance between the scoring vehicle and the vehicle providing the
information.However, the use of reputationmechanism can be
subject to cooperative attack. Some vehicles negotiate into
a small group and together they give a high rating to a certain
vehicle in the group or interact positively with it multiple times,
which gives the vehicle a high reputation value and therefore
the opportunity to share malicious data.

Wang et al. [3] proposed a data sharing scheme in a 6G
vehicular ad hoc network, which can not only ensure the
reliability and security of shared data but also protect the
privacy of participants. In the scheme proposed in the lit-
erature [3], a cloud-assisted PSI protocol is designed as
a blockchain voting consensus mechanism, which allows
vehicles with the same characteristics to make subjective
judgments about the accuracy of data to improve the ac-
curacy of data evaluation. However, voting on data accuracy
by fltering vehicles with the same attributes relies on the
subjective judgments of users, and the fnal result obtained is
neither objective nor reliable. Tis approach is also vul-
nerable to cooperative attacks. Even if the mechanism of
adding malicious vehicles to the blacklist is introduced to
restrict the behavior of malicious vehicles, it does not
prevent new vehicles from acting maliciously in the frst few
voting processes, which can afect the fnal result.

When Sun et al. [10] frst proposed the concept of
spatiotemporal matching, they pointed out that one of its
application scenarios is participatory sensing. Participatory
sensing is similar to data sharing in IoV in that data are
collected through devices with sensors, and after uploading
the data, knowledge is obtained from the data and shared.
Wang et al. [12] also studied the application of spatiotem-
poral matching in IoV. In order to solve the problems of
location cheating and privacy disclosure in vehicular
crowdsensing, they proposed a secure participant re-
cruitment scheme based on location authentication for
vehicular crowdsensing. In their scheme, spatiotemporal
matching is used to implement location authentication. Tis
is diferent from our scheme because spatiotemporal
matching is recognized as a new trusted relationship es-
tablishment method in our scheme. However, at present,
spatiotemporal matching is mainly used in contact tracing,
which is used in combination with PSI-CA for the pre-
vention and treatment of infectious diseases [13].

Under the condition of protecting the privacy of the sets
of parties, the common method used to measure the spa-
tiotemporal matching level of the two parties is PSI-CA,
a variant of PSI [14]. Te PSI-CA protocol allows a party to

obtain the cardinality of the intersection of the private sets
with another party without revealing information other than
the intersection cardinality [15].

In order to reduce the computing burden of parties, this
paper chooses to outsource PSI-CA computing to the cloud.
Tajima et al. [16] presented two diferent two-party out-
sourced PSI-CA protocols based on the Bloom flters and
a BGV-style fully homomorphic encryption (FHE) scheme.
However, due to the use of FHE, the communication and
computational overhead of the protocols in their literature
are extremely large. Jolfaei et al. [17] designed an efcient
outsourced PSI-CA protocol in multiparty scenario. Te
protocol calculates PSI-CA by using Bloom flters technique
and the exponential ElGamal encryption over Bloom flters.

3. Preliminaries and Notations

Tis section summarizes notations, scheme model diagram,
and building blocks used in our scheme and lists four po-
tential attacks against our proposed scheme.

3.1.Notations. Tenotations used in this paper are shown in
Table 1.

3.2. Scheme Model Diagram. In order to more intuitively
show the entity structure of our proposed vehicle selection
scheme for data sharing in IoV, the schememodel diagram is
given in this subsection, as shown in Figure 1. In addition,
this subsection gives descriptions of the entities or terms
involved in our scheme.

3.2.1. Vehicles. Vehicles are equipped with a large number of
sensors as well as storage and wireless communication
modules. Vehicles can generate road condition-related an-
nouncement messages while driving, and these announce-
mentmessages can be passed to RSU and flteredwith the help
of the cloud. Ten, the fltered announcement messages can
be shared by RSU to all vehicles in the area. In our scheme, the
vehicles are not trusted. It is possible for vehicles to launch
cooperative attacks, forged interaction record attacks against
RSUs, or collusion attacks against RSUs in the cloud.

3.2.2. RSUs. RSUs are equipped with processing, storage, and
wireless communication modules. Te main functions of
RSUs are to collect the current road conditions, trafc con-
ditions, and other information, communicate with vehicles,
trafc lights, electronic signs, and other terminals through the
C-V2X, realize vehicle-road interconnection, data sharing,
assist drivers to drive, and ensure the safety of drivers and
vehicles in the entire transportation feld. In our scheme, RSUs
are not trusted. RSUs may launch identity forgery attacks or
conspire with the cloud to obtain private data from vehicles.

3.2.3. C-V2X. C-V2X is a new IoV communication stan-
dard, which has been proposed internationally. C-V2X is
a cellular network-based wireless communication
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technology for vehicles. Te standard realizes assisted
driving safety and trafc efciency and reduces costs.

3.2.4. Certifcation Authority (CA). Te CA is assumed to be
a fully trusted authority that issues the identity identifer ID
for each vehicle and distributes key information for each
vehicle and each RSU for signature, encryption, or de-
cryption. Vehicles and RSUs should register in CA before
participating in the subsequent spatiotemporal profle
generation and vehicles selection process.

3.2.5. Cloud. Provides cloud computing services for vehicles
and RSUs. In our scheme, the cloud is not trusted.Te cloud
may conspire with vehicles (RSUs) to obtain private data of
RSUs (vehicles).

3.3. Building Blocks

3.3.1. Bloom Filter. Te Bloom flter is a probabilistic data
structure that supports set membership queries. Te Bloom
flter has the characteristics of high efciency and small
memory consumption. Te Bloom flter represents a set S �

s1, s2, · · · , sn  by an array of m bits [18].Te key idea is to use
k hash functions, ha(x), 1≤ a≤ k, to map items x ∈ S to
random numbers uniform in the range 0, 1, · · · , m − 1. Let BF

represent a Bloom flter for the set S and BF[i] represent the
bit at the index i. A variant of Bloom flter is described in three
algorithms of setup, insertion, and membership test [19].

(1) Setup Algorithm. Initially all the bits in the flter are
set to 1.

(2) Insertion Algorithm. To add an element x ∈ S into
a Bloom flter BF, x is hashed using k hash functions

to get k indices as h1(x), h2(x), · · · , hk(x). Ten, let
BF[ha(x)] � 0, 1≤ a≤ k.

(3) Membership Test Algorithm. To check if an element x

is a membership of BF or not, x is hashed with the k

hash functions. Now, if at least one of
BF[h1(x)], BF[h2(x)], · · · , BF[hk(x)] is 1, then x is
not in S; otherwise, x is probably in S.

Te Bloom flter is a probability-based data structure
implemented based on the hash function, which can be used
to determine the existence of elements in a set. Te cost of
the Bloom flter being able to efciently insert and query
elements is that it can only determine that an element is
absolutely not in the set, and there is a certain false positive
probability for the element in the set. Te reason for the false
positive probability is that hash collisions cannot be com-
pletely avoided. However, the Bloom flter allows false
positive probability (fpp), whereby an element that has not
been inserted in the flter can pass the set membership test
mistakenly. Te expression for false positive probability is

fpp � 1 − 1 −
1
m

 
kn

 

k

. (1)

3.3.2. Additive Homomorphic Encryption. To preserve the
privacy of the vehicles and RSUs input sets while cloud
computing, the Bloom flters should be encrypted with an
additive homomorphic encryption scheme. Hence, the cloud
will be able to compute operations over the Bloom flters
without leaking information of the vehicles and RSUs input
sets. Our scheme has employed the exponential ElGamal,
a version of ElGamal, where gm is encrypted instead of m, as
the encryption algorithm, where m is the message. Te
exponential ElGamal consists of the following algorithm;

(1) Key Generation. Te public key PKV and private key
SKV of vehicle V meet PKV � gSKV modp, where
SKV ∈ Ζq is a secret share for V to decrypt a ci-
phertext and sign a text. Te operations of RSU R are
similar. Parameter g ∈ Fp has a prime order q, where
Fp is a fnite fled. Te value y � PKV · PKRmodp is
the public key computed by V and R.

(2) Encryption. Te message m ∈ Zq is encrypted to the
ciphertext Ency(m) � (u, v) as in the following. A
random number r ∈ Zq is chosen, and then u and v

are computed as u � gr modp and v � gmyr modp.
(3) Decryption. V computes zV � uSKV modp and sends

it via a secure channel to R. R computes
zR � uSKR modp and z � zV · zRmodp. R can de-
crypt ciphertext (u, v) by Decz(u, v), where

Decz(u, v) �
v

z
mod p

�
g

m∙g SKV+SKR( )r

g
r SKV+SKR( )mod p

� g
m

.

(2)

Table 1: Te notations used in this paper.

Symbols Description
Vj Legitimate vehicle in the IoV
Ri Legitimate RSU in the IoV
IDVj

Unique identifer issued by CA to vehicle Vj

PKVj
,

SKVj

Vehicle Vj’s public key and private key

PKRi
, SKRi

RSU Ri’s public key and private key
Hash(·) Hash function
SigSK Signature of data with private key SK

n Te number of legal vehicles
m Te number of legal RSUs
d Te cardinality of the private set SIDsetVj

of vehicle Vj

c Te cardinality of the private set SIDsetRi
of RSU Ri

BF A Bloom flter
b Size of Bloom flter
BF[i] Te bit at the index i of BF

k Te number of hash functions used in Bloom flter
h(·) A hash function used in Bloom flter

t
Te threshold for the number of vehicles to submit

data
EncPK Exponential ElGamal encryption with public key PK

DecSK Exponential ElGamal decryption with private key SK

counter Equals to the output of PSI-CA
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Tis cryptosystem has the following properties:

(1) Given two messages m1, m2 ∈ Zq, an additive ho-
momorphic property Enc(m1) × Enc(m2)

� Enc(m1 + m2) holds, where Enc(m1) × Enc(m2) is
the multiplication of two ciphertext Enc(m1) and
Enc(m2) as

Enc m1(  × Enc m2(  � g
r1 , g

m1y
r1(  × g

r2 , g
m2y

r2( 

� g
r1+r2 , g

m1+m2y
r1+r2( 

� Enc m1 + m2( .

(3)

(2) Given m ∈ Zq, e ∈ Zq a scalar homomorphic prop-
erty Enc(m)e � Enc(em) holds.

3.4. Potential Attacks

3.4.1. Forged Interaction Record Attack. Te malicious ve-
hicle hopes to increase the cardinality of intersection with
RSU by falsifying interaction data. Te vehicle is then se-
lected as the vehicle providing the data, which in turn
publishes malicious information.

3.4.2. Cooperative Attack. Multiple vehicles work together
so that one of them is selected as the data provider.

3.4.3. Identity Forgery Attack. An adversary could disguise
as an RSU to gain access to the vehicle’s private data.

3.4.4. Collusion Attack. Tere are two types of possible
collusion attacks against our scheme. One is when the
malicious vehicle colludes with the cloud to get the plaintext
of RSU’s Bloom flter. Another is when the malicious RSU
colludes with the cloud to get the plaintext of the vehicle’s
original Bloom flter.

4. Vehicle Selection Scheme

Our vehicle selection scheme is divided into two parts. Te
frst part is the generation of a spatiotemporal profle, in-
cluding the system initialization phase, interactive record
generation phase, and Bloom flters construction phase. Te
second part is the selection of vehicles, in which RSUs select
vehicles for providing shared data according to the level of
matching between the vehicles and their own spatiotemporal
profle. Te second part contains the set outsourcing phase,
the cloud computation phase, and the PSI-CA
computation phase.

4.1. Te Generation of Spatiotemporal Profle

4.1.1. System Initialization Phase. When a new vehicle
Vj(j ∈ [1, n]) registers with the CA for the frst time, the CA
will issue a pair of exclusive public and private key
(PKVj

, SKVj
) and identity identifer IDVj

to Vj.
All RSUs also need to be authenticated and authorized by

CA to ensure their legitimacy. When a legal RSU
Ri(i ∈ [1, m]) registers with the CA, the CA will issue
a exclusive public-private key pair (PKRi

, SKRi
) to Ri.

Cloud

RSU RSUVehicle Vehicle

Vehicle

C-V2X

C-V2X

C-V2X C-V2X

C-V2X

C-V2X

CA

Figure 1: Scheme model diagram.
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In this phase, the keys are generated in line with the
exponential ElGamal encryption, as described in
Section 3.3.2.

4.1.2. Interactive Record Generation Phase. When RSU Ri

detects that vehicle Vj enters its area, Ri sends an interactive
signal ISRi,Vj

to Vj

ISRi,Vj
� SIDRi,Vj

,RVCSIDRi,Vj
 , (4)

where SIDRi,Vj
� Hash(IDVj

‖timestamp) and RVCSIDRi ,Vj
�

SigSKRi

(SIDRi,Vj
) is a verifable credential.

Vj verifes RVCSIDRi,Vj
after receiving the interactive

signal ISRi,Vj
sent by Ri. If the verifcation passes, Vj stores

the ISRi,Vj
locally and adds the SIDRi,Vj

to the local SID set

SIDsetVj
� SID1, · · · , SIDd . SIDsetVj

can be translated as the

spatiotemporal profle of Vj. Vj signs SIDRi,Vj
and sends

VVCSIDRi ,Vj
to Ri, where VVCSIDRi ,Vj

� SigSKVj
(SIDRi,Vj

) is

a verifable credential.
Ri verifes the received VVCSIDRi ,Vj

and stores the ISVj,Ri
�

SIDRi,Vj
,VVCSIDRi ,Vj

  locally after the verifcation is passed.

Ri then adds the SIDRi,Vj
to the local SID set

SIDsetRi
� SID1, · · · , SIDc . SIDsetRi

can be translated as
spatiotemporal profle of Ri.

4.1.3. Bloom Filters Construction Phase. Vj constructs its
Bloom flter BFVj

by setup algorithm and insertion algo-
rithm (see Section 3.3.1 Bloom flter) as
BFVj

� [BFVj
[0], · · · , BFVj

[b − 1]], where BFVj
[ha(SID)]

� 0, SID ∈ SIDsetVj

, and 1≤ a≤ k.
Ri constructs its Bloom flter in the same way as Vj. Te

Bloom flter corresponding to SIDsetRi
is

BFRi
� [BFRi

[0], · · · , BFRi
[b − 1]], where BFRi

[ha(SID)] � 0,
SID ∈ SIDsetRi

, and 1≤ a≤ k.

4.2. Te Selection of Vehicles. When vehicles submit trafc
data to Ri and the number of vehicles submitting data
reaches the threshold t, Ri initiates a PSI-CA request to the
cloud to achieve spatiotemporal profle matching and no-
tifes these t vehicles to perform the following processes.

4.2.1. Set Outsourcing Phase. Ri encrypts BFRi
locally to get

Encyj
(BFRi

). Ten, Ri sends Encyj
(BFRi

) to the cloud, where

yj � PKVj
· PKRi

modp, 1≤ j≤ t,

Encyj
BFRi

  � Encyj
BFRi

[0] , · · · ,Encyj
BFRi

[b − 1]  .

(5)

Vj encrypts BFVj
locally to get Encyj

(BFVj
). Ten, Vj

sends Encyj
(BFVj

) to the cloud, where

Encyj
BFVj

  � Encyj
BFVj

[0] , · · · ,Encyj
BFVj

[b − 1]  .

(6)

4.2.2. Cloud Computation Phase. Te cloud computes the
inner product of encrypted Bloom flters denoted by

Encyj
BFRi,Vj

  � Encyj
BFRi

  × Encyj
BFVj

 

� Encyj
BFRi

[0]  × Encyj
BFVj

[0] , · · · , ,

Encyj
BFRi

[b − 1]  × Encyj
BFVj

[b − 1] 

� Encyj
BFRi

[0] + BFVj
[0] , · · · , ,

Encyj
BFRi

[b − 1] + BFVj
[b − 1] .

(7)

Te cloud randomizes each element of Encyj
(BFRi,Vj

).
Te result of randomization is Encyj

(RBFRi,Vj
), where

Encyj
RBFRi,Vj

  � Encyj
BFRi,Vj

[0] 
r0

, · · · ,Encyj
BFRi,Vj

[b − 1] 
rb−1

 

� Encyj
BFRi

[0] + BFVj
[0]  · r0 , · · · , ,

Encyj
BFRi

[b − 1] + BFVj
[b − 1]  · rb−1 .

(8)

It should be noted that r0, · · · , rb−1 are the random el-
ements from Zq. Ten, cloud sends Encyj

(RBFRi,Vj
) to Vj.

4.2.3. PSI-CA Computation Phase. Vj computes Ls as fol-
lows: ∀SIDs ∈ SIDsetVj

and 1≤ s≤d:

Ls � 
k

a�1
Encyj

RBFRi,Vj
ha SIDs(   . (9)

Vj constructs vector l � (L1, · · · , Ld). Vj adds w − d

dummies, i.e., Ld+1 � rd+1, · · · , Lw � rw into the vector l to
hide the number of elements of SIDsetVj

, where w is a random
number selected randomly by Vj (e.g., d<w< 2d can be
selected).

Vj then gets l � (L1, · · · , Ld, · · · , Lw) and computes

zVj,s � u
SKVj

s modp(1≤ s≤w). Vj shufes l and
zVj,s(1≤ s≤w) and sends them to Ri.
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Ri calculates zRi,s
� u

SKRi
s modp(1≤ s≤w). Ri then cal-

culates zs � zRi,s
· zVj,s(1≤ s≤w) for decryption.

Ri initializes counterj � 0. Ri decrypts each elements of
vector l with Deczs

(Ls)(1≤ s≤w) and computes counterj �

counterj + 1 if the output equals to 1.
Te numerical magnitude of counter is related to the

degree of spatiotemporal profle matching between the ve-
hicle and RSU. Te higher the value of counter, the higher
the degree of spatiotemporal profle matching between the
vehicle and the RSU, the higher the degree of mutual trust,
and the more reliable the data provided by the corre-
sponding vehicle. Finally, Ri selects the road information
provided by the vehicle Vj corresponding to the maximum
value counterj in the counter1, · · · , countert  to broadcast.

4.3. Sequence Diagram. In order to more visually illustrate
the process of our proposed vehicle selection scheme, we
give a corresponding sequence diagram, as shown in
Figure 2.

5. Analysis and Experimental Evaluation

5.1. Privacy Analysis. In our data sharing scheme, we pro-
vide strong privacy assurance for all vehicles and RSUs. For
vehicles, vehicles frst generate Bloom flters corresponding
to their private sets SIDsetV locally. Te use of Bloom flters
not only hides the elements of the sets but also hides the sizes
of the sets. Vehicles encrypt Bloom flters locally before
sending the ciphertext to the cloud, and subsequent cal-
culations are performed on the basis of the ciphertext. When
constructing the vector l, vehicles add w − d random
dummies, which again hides the number of sets elements.
Due to the difculty of solving the discrete logarithm
problem, when vehicle transmits the private keys SKV

through zV,s � u
SKV
s modp, the privacy of the private key

SKV is guaranteed.
For RSUs, RSUs frst generate Bloom flters corre-

sponding to their private sets SIDsetR locally. Similarly, the
elements and sizes of the SIDsetR are hidden. RSUs encrypt
Bloom flters locally before sending the ciphertext to the
cloud, and subsequent calculations are also carried out on
the basis of the ciphertext.

In the end, RSUs only get the cardinality of the in-
tersections, and no other information is leaked. Terefore,
the privacy of both vehicles and RSUs is guaranteed.

5.2. SecurityAnalysis. We designed our data sharing scheme
to be robust and resistant to the potential attacks listed in
Section 3.4. Next, we will analyze the security of our scheme
from four aspects corresponding to potential attacks.

5.2.1. Forged Interaction Record Attack. Vehicle wants to
increase the intersection cardinality with RSU by forging
SIDsetV set elements. However, the interaction record IS of
vehicle and RSU is stored locally by both parties. Vehicle
cannot forge an IS stored locally in RSU. In addition, the
RVCSIDR,V

of IS is issued by the private key of RSU. Vehicle

cannot obtain the private key of RSU, so it is impossible to
forge IS. Even if vehicle uses the old RVCSIDR,V

, its malicious
behavior can be detected through the timestamp of SIDR,V.
Terefore, our scheme is resistant to a forged interaction
record attack.

5.2.2. Cooperative Attack. Neither literature [9] nor litera-
ture [3] is resistant to cooperative attack, but our scheme is
resistant to cooperative attack because in our scheme, ve-
hicles only interact with RSUs and the cloud. Whether
a vehicle is selected is only related to its local data and RSU’s
local data and is not afected by other vehicles.Terefore, our
scheme is resistant to cooperative attack.

5.2.3. Identity Forgery Attack. Since each RSU is initially
registered with CA to obtain its public-private key pair and
prove its legal identity. When an adversary forges RSU’s
identity, it can be discovered by verifying its signature.
Terefore, our scheme is resistant to identity forgery
attack.

5.2.4. Collusion Attack. Te malicious vehicle cannot
collude with the cloud to obtain the plaintext of RSU’s
Bloom flter because neither the vehicle nor the cloud has
the private key to decrypt the ciphertext of RSU’s Bloom
flter. Te malicious RSU also cannot collude with the
cloud to obtain the plaintext of the vehicle’s original
Bloom flter, as RSU can only get the key used to decrypt
the ciphertext of the randomized Bloom flter but not the
private key of the ciphertext of the vehicle’s original
Bloom flter. Terefore, our scheme is resistant to collu-
sion attack.

5.3. Cost. Cost here refers to the communication cost,
transmission cost, and computational cost required for an
RSU to share data once within its area in our data sharing
scheme. At the same time, since the system initialization
phase is not necessary for each sharing process, the cost of
the system initialization phase is not considered here.

In our vehicle selection scheme, before an RSU can share
information, there must be threshold t vehicles to provide
the information. Terefore, the RSU must at least com-
municate with the t vehicles.

5.3.1. Communication Cost. Suppose that two parties each
send a message to the other, which is a round of commu-
nication between the two parties. Te case where only one-
way messages are sent is also considered a round of com-
munication. Consider the example of communication be-
tween a vehicle, a RSU, and the cloud. In the part of the
generation of the spatiotemporal profle, the RSU sends an
interactive signal to the vehicle. Te vehicle then sends
a verifable credential to the RSU. Terefore, the commu-
nication cost is 1 round in the part of the generation of the
spatiotemporal profle. Te communication cost in the part
of the selection of vehicles is 3 rounds. Te RSU needs to
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communicate with the threshold t vehicles before each time
it shares data, so the total communication cost of our scheme
is 4 t rounds.

5.3.2. Transmission Cost. Consider the example of com-
munication between a vehicle, a RSU and the cloud. Te
transmission cost between the vehicle and the RSU is 2
(3 log2 p −1) + 3 w log2 p bits. Te transmission cost between
the vehicle and the cloud is 4b log2 p bits. Te transmission
cost between RSU and the cloud is 2b log2 p bits. Terefore,
the total transmission cost required for a RSU to share data
once is [2(3 log2 p −1) + 3 log2 p (w+2b)] t bits.

5.3.3. Computation Cost. Consider the example of com-
munication between a vehicle, a RSU, and the cloud. In the
part of the generation of the spatiotemporal profle, the
system incurs computational overhead of
2(TSig + TVer) + (2k + 1)THash, where TSig is the time re-
quired to calculate a digital signature, TVer is the time re-
quired to verify a digital signature, and THash is the time
required to compute a hash function. In the selection of
vehicles part, the system incurs computational overhead of
2bTEnc + [2b + 2d(k − 1) + w]TMul + 2(b + w)TExp + w

TDec, where TEnc is the time required to calculate an ex-
ponential ElGamal encryption, TMul is the time required to
calculate an modular multiplication operation, TExp is the

time required to calculate an modular exponential opera-
tion, and TDec is the time required to calculate an expo-
nential ElGamal decryption. Table 2 shows the computation
cost incurred by each entity in each phase.

5.4. Experimental Evaluation. We focus our experiment on
the implementation and evaluation of Section 4.2, as this
part requires high real-time performance and has a lot of
time-consuming modular exponential computation. Te
computer confguration for the experiment is a Dell desktop
computer with a 3.10GHz CPU, 8.00GB of RAM, and
Windows 10 64 bit Home. Taking the communication be-
tween a RSU and a vehicle as an example, in the experiment,
we observe the infuence of diferent factors on the running
time of the scheme. Table 3 shows the relationship between
the number of Bloom Filter’s bits and running time and the
capacity of Bloom Filter when fpp � 0.007 and p is 512 bits.

Table 4 and Figure 3 show the relationship between the
number of bits of p and the running time when fpp � 0.007,
the capacity of BF is 1000, the set cardinality of RSU is 500,
and the set cardinality of the vehicle is 250.

Table 5 shows the computational overhead for several
key phase when fpp � 0.007, the capacity of BF is 5000, the
set cardinality of RSU is 2500, and the set cardinality of
vehicle is 1250. Calculating the data in Table 5 shows that the
cloud undertakes about 49.53% of the computational cost.

Part Phase

System Initialization
Phase

Interactive Record
Generation Phase

Bloom Filters
Construction Phase

Set Outsourcing Phase

Cloud Computation
Phase

PSI-CA Computation
Phase

The Generation of
Spatiotemporal Profile

The Selection of Vehicles

(PKRi , SKRi)

ISRi, Vj

BFVj BFRi

Encyj (BFRi)

Encyj (BFVj)

Encyj (BFRi, Vj)
Encyj (RBFRi, Vj)

l, zVj,8

counterj

(PKVj , SKVj),
IDVj

CA Vehicle Vj RSU Ri Cloud

VVCSID Ri, Vj

Figure 2: Te sequence diagram of the proposed vehicle selection scheme.
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6. Conclusion

Based on the new trust relationship establishment method of
spatiotemporal matching and PSI-CA technology, this paper
proposes a reliable and objective vehicle selection scheme for
data sharing in IoV. Te PSI-CA technology used in our

scheme is based on Bloom flters and an exponential
ElGamal encryption scheme with additive homomorphic.

Te use of spatiotemporal matching, a new trust re-
lationship establishing method, ensures the reliability and
trustworthiness of data shared in the IoV. Using PSI-CA
technology to measure the level of spatiotemporal matching
can protect the privacy of the private sets of vehicles and
RSUs, so that RSUs can only get intersection cardinality and
cannot obtain other private information. Using Bloom flters
to implement PSI-CA can hide the size of privacy sets of
vehicles and RSUs. In addition, we have delegated some of
the computing work to the cloud, reducing the 49.53%
computing burden of vehicles and RSUs and improve the
efciency of the scheme.

In the existing vehicle selection schemes for data sharing
in IoV, the method of fltering data is based on the reputation
mechanism or voting mechanism. Tese methods are vul-
nerable to cooperative attack, and the results are not objective.
However, our scheme is based on spatiotemporal matching
technology, and vehicles cannot infuence each other. As
a result, our scheme is resistant to cooperative attack. In
addition to this, our scheme is resistant to forged interaction
record attack, identity forgery attack, and collusion attack and
allows RSUs to obtain objective and reliable results.

Our future work will be based on ensuring the objectivity
and reliability of shared data and strive to improve the
security and efciency of the scheme, reduce communica-
tion and computing costs, and realize an efcient vehicle
selection scheme for data sharing in IoV.

Data Availability

Te proposed scheme and its analysis need only theoretical
and experimental support. Tere is no additional dataset to
be provided in this paper.
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Table 2: Te computation cost incurred by each entity in each phase.

Entities Vehicle RSU Cloud
Te computation cost of interactive record generation phase TSig + TVer THash + TSig + TVer
Te computation cost of Bloom flter construction phase kTHash kTHash
Te computation cost of set outsourcing phase bTEnc bTEnc
Te computation cost of cloud computation phase 2b(TMul + TExp)

Te computation cost of PSI-CA computation phase 2d(k − 1)TMul + wTExp w(TMul + TExp + TDec)

Table 3: Running time when fpp � 0.007 and p is 512 bits.

Te capacity of
the Bloom flter

Te number of
bits of the
Bloom flter

Te set cardinality of
RSUs

Te set cardinality
of the vehicle Running time

100 1032 50 25 3.5362
500 5163 250 125 17.4769
1000 10327 500 250 35.3105
5000 51637 2500 1250 174.9057
10000 103274 5000 2500 351.6136

Table 4: Te relationship between the number of bits of p and the
running time.

Te number of bits
of p

Running time

128 2.8033
256 9.0054
512 34.4608
1024 200.0646
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Figure 3: Te relationship between the number of bits of p and the
running time.

Table 5: Te computational cost for several key phase.

Phase Running time (s)
Te vehicle encrypts its Bloom flter 85.1727
Te RSU encrypts its Bloom flter 86.2159
Cloud calculates the inner product 0.1271
Cloud randomizes Bloom flter 86.5032
Vehicle and RSU calculate PSI-CA 2.0585
Te total time required for the scheme 174.9057
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